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      Avoid online equipment scams. Learn steps you can take to protect you and your business. READ SAFETY TIPS »




    



    Ready to apply? Let's get started.
Purchase   Refinance   Lease 
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    Current Rates



    


    



    
        
            
                	Financed Amount	Term	Fixed Rate	Variable Rate
	$200,000+	2–3 years	6.85%	7.75%
	 	4 years	6.85%	7.75%
	 	5 years	6.85%	7.75%
	 	6–7 years	6.95%	7.75%
	$75,000–$199,999	2–3 years	6.95%	8.00%
	 	4 years	6.95%	8.00%
	 	5 years	6.95%	8.00%
	 	6–7 years	7.05%	8.00%
	$25,000–$74,999	2–3 years	7.25%	8.25%
	 	4 years	7.25%	8.25%
	 	5 years	7.25%	8.25%
	 	6–7 years	7.35%	8.25%
	$5,000–$24,999	2–3 years	7.35%	8.75%
	 	4 years	7.35%	8.75%
	 	5 years	7.35%	8.75%
	 	6–7 years	7.45%	8.75%


            

        

    



    

    

    
    
        Dealership

        
            Purchase or Refinance

            	New and Used Equipment
	Minimum Finance Amount: $5,000, may be higher in certain states^
	Under $10,000: 2 to 5 Year Term Only


        

        
            Lease

            	New and Used Equipment
	Not Available: Under $10,000
	Not Available: Variable Rates*


        

        
            Titled Equipment

            	New and Used Titled Equipment
	Purchase or Refinance
	Not Eligible for Leases
	2 to 5 year Term Options


        

    

    
        Auction and Private Party

        
            Purchase or Refinance

            	Used Machinery and Titled Equipment
	Sales Price Minimum of $25,000
	Irrigation Equipment Not Eligible
	Titled Equipment Not Eligible for Leases


        

    



    


    

    

    Downloads + Calculator
Calculator 
 Download Rates Download Lease Residuals [bookmark: specials]
Specials
Lock in a low lease payment with AgDirect's special lease residuals.
	Plant It - FPO, PRO and PUT residuals on new and used planters, drills, air seeders, air carts and toolbars.*
	Spray It! - PRO and PUT residuals on new and used sprayers (no floaters).

Download Special Programs 
 
 
 


    


    



            
        

    




    Rates effective April 1-30, 2024.
                        *All rates and terms are subject to credit approval. Free fixed-rate lock for 0 to 45 days. Applications not funded within 45 days of application date are subject to rate change. Contact AgDirect® for rate locks greater than 45 days. ^Minimum finance amount higher for recipients in NM. **Variable rate is based on the Prime Rate plus or minus a fixed spread. This is subject to change as the Prime Rate changes. Variable rate not available for leases. Rates outlined herein are for informational purposes only and may be cancelled or changed at any time without notice. The final rate for each transaction will be set forth in the financing documents signed by the customer.

Rates listed above are for illustrative purposes only to assist in comparing lease payments to the cost of a loan. They are not intended as, and should not be relied on as, tax or accounting advice. Applicants should consult their tax accounting advisors regarding appropriate treatment of any lease transaction.

DOCUMENTATION FEES: The maximum documentation fee (i.e., origination fee, document fee, processing fee, application fee, closing fee, or similar fee) for each transaction shall be the lesser of $300 or the amount allowed under applicable state law. All such fees shall be disclosed on the final financing documents; AgDirect and/or the financing company shall receive up to the first $150 of such fee, and Dealer's share, if any, will equal the remainder of the fee disclosed on the financing documents.
                    





    



    Equipment Brands AgDirect Frequently Finances


	John Deere
	Ferguson
	Deutz-Fahr
	Claas
	Reinke
	Hagie
	Tigercat
	Unverferth
	Bush Hog
                        



	Case IH
	Versatile
	Challenger
	Gleaner
	Valley
	Hardi
	Landoll
	Vermeer
	Kuhn
 



	New Holland
	Kubota
	Lexion
	Caterpillar
	Kinze
	JCB
	Sunflower
	Brandt
	Valtra



	Fendt
	Mahindra
	Krone
	Zimmatic
	Apache
	Ponsse
	Great Plains
	Monoseum
	Other
 






    



    Equipment Brands AgDirect Frequently Finances



•  John Deere
•  Case IH
•  New Holland
•  Fendt
•  Massey Ferguson
•  Versatile
•  Kubota
•  Mahindra
•  Deutz-Fahr




    



    Types of Equipment AgDirect Finances
AgDirect financing is available for all types of equipment used in agriculture. 


Tractors
Row crop tractors
Standard tractors
High Crop tractors
Utility tractors
Other tractors used in agriculture

                        






Harvesters and Harvest Equipment
Combines
Forage harvester
Draper head
Corn head
Grain cart
Cotton picker
Windrower/swather
Other harvesters & harvest equipment used in agriculture

                        


Other
Planters
Sprayers
Center pivots
Tillage equipment 
Hay and Forage equipment
Skid loaders 
Other equipment used in agriculture

                        






The minimum amount that can be financed is $5,000 for a qualifying asset. 



    



    No matter how you buy ag equipment, AgDirect® can finance it.
AgDirect® can help you buy, lease or refinance equipment with attractive rates and farmer-friendly financing terms. We’ll help you choose the financing option that is right for you. Next time
                        you need simple, fast and flexible equipment financing, ask for AgDirect.


[image: Watch video to learn more about AgDirect financing all types of ag equipment]





    



    Types of Financing
Available for Tractors, Combines, Sprayers and Other Equipment Used in Agriculture.
New Equipment
AgDirect offers highly competitive loan and lease options on new ag equipment. Whether you are looking for a combine or tractor loan, or to finance other farm equipment, we've got you covered. 
Learn more >
                        
 


Used Equipment
No matter how you buy used farm equipment -- through a dealer, auction, or private party -- AgDirect can help finance it, including two to seven year* terms and delayed payments (up to 15 months*). 
Learn more >
                        
 


Refinancing
AgDirect is one of the few lenders that offers refinancing on farm equipment loans. Free up working capital and improve your financial position, especially during periods of low interest rates.
Learn more >
                        
 




* Subject to approval.



    



    Learning Center
Agriculture is constantly evolving, which is why AgDirect® works to help you make the right decision for your operation when it comes to financing your next tractor, combine or other ag equipment.


    



    [image: tractor]Used Equipment Update
Used tractor and combine markets moderating
Read more >



[image: Producer next to a tractor]2024 Farm Show Calendar
Choose AgDirect financing Powered by Farm Credit.
Read more >



[image: combine]Leveraging Purchase Leasebacks
Ask the expert series
Read more >



[image: combine harvesting]Managing Machinery Debt 
How much debt should you put towards equipment? 
Read more >
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    AgDirect Territory Managers

    



    
        

    Many areas of the country have an assigned Territory Manager who works with ag equipment dealers and ag producers for quoting and selecting the best financing solution. Customers who do not have a Territory Manager in their area are assigned an Inside
    Sales Representative from our Corporate Office.
Meet our Territory Managers – scroll left/right to view all.
Click to contact us or search to locate a local contact.
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                                alex.bauer@agdirect.com
                                (402) 540-6921
                            

                        


                    


                    
                        
                            Alex Bauer joined AgDirect in 2007 after his brother suggested he’d like the company’s work environment and the fast pace of activity.
“I’ve found that my teammates are like me – we are dedicated to agriculture and everyone works hard to take care of our customers,” Bauer says. “Building relationships with our customers and our Farm Credit partners is important to everyone at AgDirect.”
To put those concepts into practice, Bauer says, “I focus on going above and beyond customers’ expectations. It’s not just transactional. We try to make each experience great because we want them to be lifelong customers.”
In his spare time, Alex says his hobbies include anything to do with cars – “I grew up a gearhead.” He also enjoys traveling and attending concerts. 
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                                (209) 329-2015
                            

                        


                    


                    
                        
                            The ability to adapt to change is one of the things that allows AgDirect to stand out in the agricultural equipment finance business, according to Andy Bustillos. 

“Our company has invested in technology that enables us to get things done quickly,” says Bustillos, who joined AgDirect in 2013. “Customers know they can call me anytime, whether it’s the evening or the weekend, and get their questions answered. And everyone at AgDirect is willing to step up to the plate to help.”

Knowing there will be something different to work on each day makes it fun to go to work, he adds.

When he’s not working, Andy enjoys taking his young daughter fishing. 
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                            The company’s investment in technology and intense focus on customer service are what attracted Brian Schrock to join AgDirect as territory manager for Missouri in 2015. Now that he’s on board, Schrock has found that his new colleagues are very accommodating and helpful as he gets up to speed.
“I’ve enjoyed the team’s experience in the equipment industry and focus on providing an effective financing tool,” he says. “They help me do my job, which is to develop long-term relationships with dealers, provide options to help their customers finance the diverse array of equipment that’s bought and sold.” 
AgDirect’s ability to provide speedy loan processing and flexible financing options sets the stage for satisfied customers, Schrock adds.
When he’s not on the job, Brian enjoys spending time with his family, playing golf, hunting and fishing. He’s also involved in community activities including his church and serving as an FFA advisor. 
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                                (608) 425-0039
                            

                        


                    


                    
                        
                            For Calvin Sipes, what initially drew him to join AgDirect was what he saw as the ground-floor opportunity the company offered as a new financial tool for Wisconsin farmers. 

That was in 2010. Today, what he likes most about his position is “working with the various ag-related businesses and customers and the relationships I’ve formed,” he says. “Working at AgDirect offers a high-level of personal satisfaction because of the great level of teamwork involved.”

Calvin also appreciates the company’s position as the go-to lender for customers with unique situations. “Our flexibility allows AgDirect to stand head and shoulders above the competition,” Sipes says.

When he’s off the job, Calvin enjoys golfing and visiting historical sites.
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                            Carla Mickey says she enjoys her job as an AgDirect territory manager, which she began in 2014, for two main reasons. 
“We have great teamwork to find solutions for dealers’ and customers’ finance issues and that makes us the most flexible ag lender in the marketplace,” Mickey says. “Plus I work with teammates who love their profession and are always willing to help.”
For her customers, Mickey says her goal is to help them improve their profitability and grow their operations. “We do that by making things simple and offering a quick turnaround time,” she explains. “We’re competitive, fast and flexible.”
When she’s away from work, Carla spends time with her boys’ livestock projects and sports, as well as running, reading and gardening.
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                            What Chad Goldsmith likes about his job with AgDirect is its variety. 

Since starting his job in 2010, Goldsmith says, “I have not done the same thing two days in a row. My dealerships, their customers and our partner Farm Credit associations are all evolving and changing, and I love that every day is a new challenge.”

Goldsmith believes AgDirect’s strength comes from its focus on agriculture. “We know agriculture on a much deeper level than other lenders,” he says. “With our Farm Credit partner relationships, we have long and very detailed history with our customers that’s unmatched. Showing a high level of care and commitment helps us extend those relationships.”

When he’s away from work, Chad enjoys playing basketball and coaching his kids’ sports teams.
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                            What attracted Chris Schimke to join AgDirect in 2013 was the prospect of working for a company that was dedicated to the success of its partners and customers.

“Team members are willing to go the extra mile to get things done right for the customer,” Schimke says. “Other lenders are internally focused. At AgDirect we are focused externally, so we take the time to understand what dealers’ and customers’ needs are and how AgDirect can best serve them.”

AgDirect’s competitiveness and flexibility mean Schimke doesn’t get bored. “Every day is different – different customers, different needs and different challenges,” he says. “I enjoy and look forward to every day.”

Away from work, Chris spends time fishing and camping with his family.
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                            The opportunity to work with ag equipment dealers and their customers is a highlight of Chris Steinkamp’s workday.

“Every day is different, but by working to understand each customer’s situation and looking for ways to help, I try to bring value to the relationships I build,” says Steinkamp, who joined AgDirect in 2002. “Our team has a high level of expertise and ag lending is all we do, so we are able to deliver a high level of customer service.”

The culture at AgDirect encourages employees to work together for the customers’ benefit. “Employees have a voice that can be heard,” Steinkamp says. “Everyone is willing and wanting to help each other.”

Away from his job, Chris enjoys hunting, sports activities and spending time with his family.
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                            Workplace comradery was what drew Chris Stout to AgDirect. “Prior to my role, I knew almost all of the territory managers out West and I always admired how highly they talked about their teammates with such admiration and positivity,” he says.
As an AgDirect territory manager, Stout strives to emulate the same sense of teamwork in his daily interactions with dealers and customers. 
“Every day I have a chance to help them make a difference in their operations. There is a trust that comes along with that and nothing is more rewarding than earning business through trust.”
When he’s away from work, Chris enjoys golfing, hiking, backpacking, kayaking, paddle boarding and reading with his family. 
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                            The team atmosphere Clinton House experiences as an AgDirect territory manager is part of what makes the equipment financing program different from other ag lenders.
“I know if I need help with something, someone will have my back,” House says. “I would do anything I could to help my teammates, too.”
That helps House focus on his everyday job, which is helping customers. “I can make a difference by creating friendships and helping get more transactions completed,” he says.
When he’s off the job, Clinton and his family raise and show lambs and enjoy hunting and fishing. 
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                            When Dan Takle joined AgDirect in 2002, he was impressed with the momentum the company had achieved.

“Customers and even prospective customers had great things to say about AgDirect and the products,” he says. “I could tell that AgDirect did things the right way and it was apparent the company really cared about its employees.”

That first impression has held true even as Takle has become a veteran. 

“Dealers continually tell us we are the easiest to use and the most accommodating ag finance company they work with,” Dan says. “Leaders empower teammates to do their jobs independently. At the same time, we work hard and are accountable to each other. That means when a customer calls AgDirect, any person they talk to can answer just about any question they have.”
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                            Ed Harrison had been working as an agricultural equipment dealer when he joined AgDirect in 2012. “I worked with AgDirect and the inside staff really impressed me,” Harrison says. “Now I know I will get the best efforts from my team members every time I need assistance.”

Ed takes satisfaction from helping salespeople and end users achieve their goals. “I appreciate the opportunity to make someone’s day the best it can be, either by helping a salesperson get a deal or a customer the piece of equipment they want,” Harrison says. “We are an ag-focused lender. That’s all we do. We care about their business, and that makes a difference.”

When he’s not working, Ed enjoys participating in obstacle course races.
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                            The chance to remain a part of the Farm Credit System team — one he’s come to value as more than his circle of colleagues — is the main reason Heath Gentis jumped at the opportunity to become an AgDirect territory manager in 2017. 
Beyond the AgDirect team’s philosophy aimed at serving buyers and sellers of farm machinery, Gentis says the emphasis on competitiveness within the equipment financing sector is a big reason why he’s happy to be part of AgDirect.
“It is the ultimate team environment,” he says. “The best part of my job is working with equipment dealers and providing them solutions to help them be successful at their own jobs.”
When he’s not on the job, Gentis enjoys spending time with family, especially when taking part in outdoor activities like hunting, fishing, camping and golf. 
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                                Alabama, Alaska, Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia
                                
                                info@agdirect.com
                                (888) 525-9805
                            

                        


                    


                    
                        
                            Our AgDirect inside sales reps are experienced professionals who know agriculture and understand equipment.

Hours of Operation:
Monday through Friday
7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Central Time
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                            Jill Beck, who joined AgDirect in 2013, finds the best part of her job revolves around people.

“I work with teammates who are as passionate about their profession as I am,” Beck says. “And the dealership personnel I work with are as down to earth as they are professionals in their fields of expertise. And the farmers and loggers we serve are genuine salt-of-the-earth people and enjoyable to work with.”

Beck says AgDirect differs from competitors “because it’s the most flexible ag lender in the marketplace today. We always try to come up with workable solutions for both dealer and customer finance issues. And I always try to be available to assist them. There is no question that’s too simple or too complex to solve with my AgDirect team behind me.”

When she’s off the job, Jill’s hobbies revolve around horses and cattle as well as enjoying life with her family through travel, sports and food.
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                            Over a decade of experience in credit analysis and internal sales prepared Kenny Smith for his role as an AgDirect territory manager in central and northern Illinois. 
“When I first joined the AgDirect team in 2011, I was attracted by the people and how fast the company was growing,” he says. Today, Smith continues to enjoy working with a team who is passionate about helping customers. 
“What I like most about working at AgDirect is having the ability to work with different types of operations from small to very large,” he says. “Every day I get to meet new people and help individuals and companies finance their farm equipment.” 
Outside of work, Kenny enjoys spending time with his family, golfing and participating in outdoor activities. He also enjoys watching sporting events and cheering on the Huskers during football season. 
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                            Job flexibility and the family atmosphere among team members are what Kyle Thomas appreciates most about his job with AgDirect, which he joined in 2014.

“It’s important for me to create my own job schedule,” he says. “And working with my teammates, it feels like a family we only see at holidays, but we talk on a daily basis so that keeps us close. Collectively we have a deeper knowledge of the ag industry than other finance companies.”

Thomas relishes the opportunity to see the fruits of his labor on a frequent basis. "The best part of my day is seeing a transaction come together from the front end to the close,” he explains. The results are happy customers and happy dealers.”

Off the job, Kyle enjoys spending time with his young family’s sports activities and working as an auctioneer.
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                            Three qualities attracted Lucas Scheibe to his role as an AgDirect territory manager – people, product and organizational culture. Those same qualities are what keeps him motivated today.  
“I get a lot of satisfaction out of helping our customers, and it drives me knowing my teammates share this philosophy. There’s always someone willing to lend a helping hand.” 
Scheibe says he and his teammates live out this mentality by “following up and following through”. 
His hobbies and personal interests include spending time with family, traveling, hunting, fishing, sports or working on home construction projects. 
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                                mark.smith@agdirect.com
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                            Previous work experience at the dealership level made moving into a role with AgDirect a natural transition for Mark Smith. 
“I had known a couple of the territory managers when I was working at the dealership and they always seemed to enjoy what they did for AgDirect,” says Smith. “I was attracted by the opportunity to try something new and learn about the equipment financing business.”
Now, as an AgDirect territory manager for Colorado and Kansas, he says he appreciates being a part of a positive work environment. 
“The AgDirect team is always welcoming and super helpful when questions arise,” he says. “I’ve been blown away by how this group of people gets along and look out for one another.”
Outside of work, Mark enjoys hunting, field trialing and trying new grilling or smoking recipes. 
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                                Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, Vermont
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                            Mike Fleming’s relationship with agriculture runs deep. In addition to having connections to his mother’s family farm and his grandfather’s agricultural implement dealership, the southern New York state native has 10-plus years of service with the Farm Credit System.


A graduate of Cornell University, Mike has grown his sales, leadership and financial acumen through roles at Telmark, Inc., Wells Fargo and JP Morgan Chase Bank. He joins the AgDirect team following his role as a senior relationship manager with Farm Credit Leasing where he was responsible for all lease financing activities for commercial agricultural entities in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic regions.


"I have a high regard for AgDirect's customer-focused program and its team,” says Fleming. “It has been responsive and adaptive to the changes in the agricultural marketplace with a focus on customer loyalty and creating win-wins for the dealerships offering AgDirect financing and the agricultural operations they mutually serve."


Mike and his family enjoy biking, hiking, cross country skiing and kayaking in the mountains of northern New England.
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                                nick.johnson@agdirect.com
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                            Since he joined AgDirect in 2012, Nick Johnson has come to appreciate the company’s drive to improve. “I like working for an organization that is always working to make their product better – whether it’s with technology, processes to enhance the customer experience or improve efficiency,” he says.
That focus on getting better helps him make a difference to his customers. “We are not in the business of wasting our customers’ time,” Johnson explains. “I try to create value on each call and leave our customers more educated about how we can help overcome challenges they face each day.”
When he’s not on the job, Nick enjoys college sports, grilling out and spending time with his family. “Managing my travel schedule with two little ones has brought some challenges, so we tend to spend time at home during the weekends.”
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                            When Richie Harris joined AgDirect in 2014, he wanted to be part of a successful and innovative company so that he could do what he loves.
“I wanted to help farmers and ranchers achieve their business goals,” Harris says. “Getting to work with equipment dealers and their customers is the best part of my job. We’re always looking ahead to help with technology, products and processes – it never gets boring.”
AgDirect has another advantage over other lenders, Harris says. “Being part of the Farm Credit System, we have more support for our borrowers that any other ag equipment lender in the world.”
When he’s away from work, Richie spends active time with his family – coaching sports, helping with 4-H livestock projects, hunting, fishing and competing in rodeos.
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                                Ryan.Kruger@agdirect.com
                                (208) 488-0322
                            

                        


                    


                    
                        
                            In his previous job, Ryan Kruger used to compete with AgDirect and said he was amazed at the access, speed and flexibility AgDirect offered. “It was very humbling to go to a dealer and have them explain all the things that AgDirect was doing right when I was unable to offer much of the same things,” he says.

Ryan loves to see his how much his AgDirect teammates care about the customer experience. “Everyone is focused on the customer. Our job is to take care of the customer and the rest will fall into place.”

Ryan is working to make a difference with his customers – to be easy to work with and help them however he can. “At the end of the day, if someone says, ‘Well, that was easy,’ I know I’ve done my job.”

When he isn’t working, Ryan enjoys camping with his family, fishing, hunting and “occasionally hitting a golf ball straight.”
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                            Staying ahead of the constantly changing environment of the agricultural equipment market is one of Scott Welden’s biggest day-to-day challenges, but it is also one of the reasons he looks forward to each day’s work. 

Welden began working with Farm Credit in 2000 and transitioned to AgDirect in 2010 --  he has the experience to deal with change. Plus, he’s found that all of his AgDirect team members make an effort to contribute to both their customers’ and the company’s success. 

“One of the reasons AgDirect has been successful is its connection to the Farm Credit System,” he says. “I enjoy seeing the positive impact we make on the people with whom we work.”

Away from the job, Scott spends time with his children and their activities. He also enjoys outdoor sports.
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                            Before he joined AgDirect in 2015, Tate Moser had competed against the equipment financing program for many years. Now that he’s part of the team, he’s learned that it’s the people who make AgDirect a leader.

“I’ve worked in the trade credit arena for 20 years and I’ve never seen the level of dedication to customers that we have at AgDirect,” Moser says. “The commitment to the dealership network is remarkable and the investment in talent and technology is inspiring. Bottom line, AgDirect is dedicated to helping dealerships succeed.”

Moser looks forward to coming to work each day because success in his professional life has a direct result in providing for his family. “The more successful I can be, the better I can provide,” he says.

Away from work, Tate enjoys spending time with his family, on the water and with church and community activities. 
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                                “AgDirect offers some really excellent programs and flexibility.”

                                
                                    – Dustin G.
                                        , 
                                    Livestock Producer and Part-Owner of Capital Tractor
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                                AgDirect makes equipment financing easy.

                                
                                    – John and Carla
                                        , 
                                    Grain & Beef Producers
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                                Watch video
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                                "With AgDirect, financing isn’t one-size-fits-all."

                                
                                    – Jordan S.
                                        , 
                                    Sales Representative, McRoberts Red Power
                                
                            

                            See more

                                Watch video
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                            AgDirect, powered by Farm Credit, is among the leading ag equipment financing options in the nation.
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                AgDirect is an equipment financing program offered by Farm Credit Services of America and other lenders, including participating Farm Credit System Institutions.
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